“He brings out the best in me”

“He turns a piece I can play technically into a piece of music”

“His insights, his gentle ways and his musicality are quite magical”

“He’s such a gem – a wonderful teacher and a wonderful person”

“Timothy is an imaginative, flexible, and responsive piano teacher”

“By taking me seriously he reminds me that I am worthy of his attention”

“He deepens my enjoyment of music and that is reason enough to take piano lessons”

“Timothy provides support and specific instructions about how to improve my technique and how to practice effectively. And he makes sure I have fun!”

“As an adult student who hadn’t taken lessons for 45 yrs. Tim had the amazing ability to correct bad habits, fill in the gaps that were missing and encourage my strengths”

“Tim’s love and understanding of music comes across so clearly through his teaching. If some how he could be with me daily for practice time I’d be such a better player”

“I play for my own enjoyment and love for music, but also play and practice to honor my mentor”

“Tim brings out the music in me”